These How-to Cards introduce multiple pathways and features to help children get started using the PBS KIDS ScratchJr app.

Print, cut, glue, and make them available for children to reference as they work with the app.

The cards were inspired by the Scratch Activity Cards – scratch.mit.edu/cards

The contents of these how-to cards were developed under a grant from the Department of Education. However, these contents do not necessarily represent the policy of the Department of Education, and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal Government. [PR/Award No. U295A10003-16, CFDA No. 84.295A]
Cut along the dotted line.

Fold the card in half.

Glue backside of cards together.

Tap to add the character

Choose a character

Tap the to add the character

OR

Tap the to create your own

Adding Characters
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Cut along the dotted line.

Fold the card in half.

Glue backside of cards together.

Deleting Characters

Hold down on  with your finger

A  will appear

Tap the  
Cut along the dotted line.        Fold the card in half.          Glue backside of cards together.

Tap the background

Choose a background

Tap the ✅ to add the background

OR

Tap the 🎨 to create your own
Dance Party

Drag these blocks into the programming area

Snap your blocks together here

Tap the
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Cut along the dotted line.  
Fold the card in half.  
Glue backside of cards together.
Make Some Noise!

Tap the 

Tap the 

Make a silly noise!

Tap the 

Drag these blocks 

into the programming area

Snap your blocks together here

Tap to play your silly noise

Cut along the dotted line.
Fold the card in half.
Glue backside of cards together.
Cut along the dotted line. Fold the card in half. Glue backside of cards together.

Speech Bubbles

Drag these blocks

into the programming area

Snap your blocks together here

Tap

You can tap **hi** to change the speech bubble
Grow and Shrink

Drag these blocks into the programming area

Snap your blocks together here

Tap the blocks

You can tap to change how much characters grow and shrink

Grow and Shrink
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Cut along the dotted line.
Fold the card in half.
Glue backside of cards together.
Cut along the dotted line.

Fold the card in half.

Glue backside of cards together.

Wait for It

Drag these blocks into the programming area

Snap your blocks together here

Tap to play

You can tap to change how long it waits

Tap to play again. What’s different?
Cut along the dotted line.

Fold the card in half.

Glue backside of cards together.

Adding Words

Hello world

Underwater

Tap ABC to change the color

Type ‘Hello World’

Tap AAA to change the size

Tap to change the color

Drag the text where you want it

Adding Words